
BLUE FOLDER ITEM 

• Staff Presentation

Blue folder items are additional back up material to administrative reports and/or public comments received after the printing and 
distribution of the agenda packet for receive and file.  

CITY COUNCIL MEETING 
June 1, 2021 

L.1. A CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING FOR CONSIDERATION OF AN APPEAL OF THE

PLANNING COMMISSION DECISION APPROVING THE REQUEST FOR AN ACCESSORY
STRUCTURE'S ROOF ATTACHED TO THE REAR ELEVATION OF THE MAIN HOME 
WITHIN THE REAR SETBACK OF THE REAR UNIT OF AN EXISTING 2-UNIT 
RESIDENTIAL CONDOMINIUM DEVELOPMENT ON PROPERTY LOCATED WITHIN 
A LOW-DENSITY MULTIPLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (R-2) ZONE AT 2015 SPEYER LANE 
UNIT B. 

CONTACT: BRANDY FORBES, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR 



ITEM L.1. PUBLIC HEARING

APPEAL OF PLANNING COMMISSION DECISION
for an attached accessory structure

2015 SPEYER LANE UNIT B

City Council                                             June 1, 2021
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• Project Background
 Code Enforcement, the various site plan approvals, and permits issued
 Planning Division review of the roof structure – Director’s decisions
 Planning Commission review of the roof structure – Appeal of the Director’s decision

• Zoning Code overview

• Overall Summary

• City Council’s role tonight

Overview of Staff’s Presentation
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Project Background
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• North side of Speyer Lane

• 2 unit condominium development

• Zoned R-2, Low-Density Multi-Family Residential

• Surrounding properties consist of other 2-unit 
condominium developments

• Required average rear setback is 15 feet 

Subject Site
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• Owners of 2015 Speyer Ln B began backyard renovations in June 2020

• Code Enforcement received an inquiry regarding the work, if permits were obtained

• Code Enforcement staff followed-up with the property owners, who confirmed the 
following work was occurring:
 Installation of a barbeque island area
 Installation of a fireplace structure
 Hardscape improvements

• A stop work order was issued and the owners were instructed to contact the Planning 
Division and provide a site plan

Background
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Background – Stop Work Order #1

1st round of site plan approvals

2015 Speyer Lane Unit B Appeal of ADR

June 24, 2020 – Planning approved and owners 
instructed to proceed to the Building Division

July 7, 2020 – Owners submitted a revised site 
plan lowering the height of the fireplace to 4-
feet after speaking with the Building Division
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• Permits were issued for gas lines running to the fireplace and the barbeque island on 
July 13, 2020—a penalty fee was charged for the project already in process at the time 
the permit application was submitted

• The 4-foot tall fireplace and barbeque island did not require building permits

• The permits were inspected and finaled by the City’s building inspector

• Stop Work Order #1 was released once the permits were issued for this work

Background – Stop Work Order #1 
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• Early August 2020, Code Enforcement received complaints regarding the following:
 Removal of a sliding glass door on the rear elevation of the home at 2015 Speyer Ln B
 Construction of a concrete structure taller than the property line fence near the back property line

• Senior Building Inspector conducted an inspection and confirmed the door 
replacement and the new structure needed a permit, issued a stop work order

• Property owners contacted the Planning Division requesting requirements

• Work continued without permits, and a third stop work order was issued

Background – Stop Work Orders #2 & #3 
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Background – Stop Work Orders #2 & #3

2nd round of site plan approvals

2015 Speyer Lane Unit B Appeal of ADR

August 24, 2020 – 9-foot tall fireplace and replacement 
of sliding glass door

August 27, 2020 – added a concrete patio 
6-inches above grade

Owners were instructed to proceed to Building Division review
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• Building Division review required full architectural drawings

• Full architectural drawings would take a few more weeks for the owner to secure

• Code Enforcement received another complaint that work continued

• Chief Building Official contacted the owners directly by phone and issued a verbal 
stop work order

• Architectural drawings were submitted in mid-September and approved

Background – Stop Work Order #4
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Background Last round of site plan approvals

2015 Speyer Lane Unit B Appeal of ADR

• Permits issued for the bi-fold door and fireplace structure Sept 23, 2020—a penalty fee was 
charged for the project already in process at the time the permit application was submitted

• Inspections on both these permits passed in early October 2020
• In process inspections can be done by either opening up construction (which can expose structure to weather 

intrusions) or obtaining a structural observation by engineer of record—the latter was available for these permits
• Stop Work Orders #2 & #3 & #4 were released once the permits were issued for this work
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• Late October 2020, Code Enforcement received a complaint regarding a roof 
structure being constructed from the back wall of the home out towards the fireplace 
structure

• The complaint included concerns regarding electrical for lights and heaters integrated 
in the roof structure

• Code Enforcement issued a fifth stop work order

• Complaints were received that work continued

• Property owner contacted Planning in early November 2020 to seek approval for the 
new structure, stating it was a replacement of a previous pergola which existed

Background – Stop Work Order #5
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• Pergolas are subject to an Administrative Design Review (ADR) application

• Property owner submitted an ADR application requesting an attached pergola in early 
December 2020

• The application included photos of a fully completed structure, indicating work 
continued under the fifth stop work order

Background – ADR application #1
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Administrative Design Review Application
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• Community Development Director denied the application, stating the structure did 
not meet the intent of a pergola and exceeded the height by which a pergola could be 
approved by the Director, code limits it to a 9-foot height limit

• Property owner appealed the denial, but ultimately withdrew that appeal

Background – ADR application #1
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• Property owner continued to work with Planning staff

• Planning staff determined that since the roof and fireplace are attached to each other, they 
can be considered one accessory structure which in this case is attached to the main home

• RBMC 10-2.1500(a) requires a minimum 5-foot separation between an accessory structure 
and a dwelling unit

• Explored the possibility of applying for a Variance from the separation requirement

• Property owner asserted the provision does not apply to their structure and should not be 
subject to a Variance, asserted that structure fully complies

Background – ADR application #1
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• Property owner submitted new ADR application for an attached accessory structure in 
January 2021

• Community Development Director denied the application stating the structure does 
not comply with RBMC 10-2.1500 (a) minimum 5-foot separation requirement

• Property owner appealed denial to Planning Commission

Background – ADR application #2
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• Planning Commission approved the structure on the following grounds:
 The structure complies with rear setback, side setbacks, and height limit
 Detaching the structure from the rear elevation would lead to a less desirable design

Background – Planning Commission Decision

2015 Speyer Lane Unit B Appeal

Two additional posts would have to be constructed 
to support the side of the structure closest to the 
main home, adding to the bulk of the structure.

The Zoning Code allows eaves to encroach 30-
inches into required separations. In this scenario, 
the accessory structure’s roof can have eaves extend 
towards the main home 30-inches, and the rear 
elevation of the main home can have eaves extend 
out 30-inches towards the accessory structure. This 
would potentially result in a design that appears to 
have a continuous roof, but not as aesthetically 
desirable as one solid roof element.

(Not to scale)
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• Planning Commission decision was appealed by neighbor to the rear on the following 
grounds:

 The structure does not comply with RBMC 10-2.1500 Accessory structures in residential 
zones

 The Planning Commission made its decision based on conforming with a structure 
already built

 The City Council is now considering this appeal

Background – Planning Commission Decision
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• What is allowed in a setback?

 Architectural Features

 Accessory Structures

Zoning Code Requirements
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Architectural Features projecting into setback

• RBMC Section 10-2.1522 states that architectural features are allowed to project from 
the home into required setbacks

• The allowed projections are subject to Administrative Design Review, with a decision 
made by the Community Development Director

•Architectural features do not have a specified separation from other structures

•The code section limits these features to 9-feet in height

•At the tallest point, the roof of the structure is 10-feet, 7-inches high, therefore it exceeds 
the height by which the Community Development Director could approve it as an 
architectural projection
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Architectural Features projecting into setback
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Accessory Structures

• Defined as subordinate to the main building or structure on the same lot (RBMC 10-2.402)

•Regulated per RBMC 10-2.1500 Accessory structures in residential zones
 5-foot separation between accessory structure and dwelling unit
Limited to 1-story
Overall height limit of 15-feet
No larger than 800-sf
Cumulative side setback of 10-feet, or required 5-foot side setbacks if forward of the rear      

23 feet of the lot
 No rear setback required if structure is not habitable
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Analysis of Applicant’s Structure
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Analysis of Applicant’s Structure

2015 Speyer Lane Unit B Appeal of ADR

The area in question is where the roof structure attaches to the rear elevation of the main home

Staff contends that per RBMC 10-2.1500(a), there must be a 5-foot separation

Property owners assert that the section title referencing setbacks between “buildings” means the section 
does not apply to their structure, which is not a building
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Analysis of Applicant’s Structure

2015 Speyer Lane Unit B Appeal of ADR

RBMC 10-2.402 Definitions: “Building” shall mean 
any structure with a roof supported by columns and/or 
walls securely affixed to the ground which building is 
designed and/or used for the shelter and enclosure of 
persons, animals, or property.

RBMC 10-2.401 Rules for construction of language:
Article and section headings contained in this chapter 
shall not be deemed to govern, limit, modify or in any 
matter affect the scope, meaning or intent of any 
section hereof.
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Analysis of Applicant’s Structure

2015 Speyer Lane Unit B Appeal of ADR

It is staff’s opinion the although the section title references buildings, the following sentence specifically states 
accessory structures, and therefore the 5-foot separation would be required.

Therefore, the structure does not comply with the Zoning Code
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Overall Summary

For each complaint that came in, Code Enforcement did reach out to the property owners 
each time requesting that they contact the Community Development Department for the 
required approvals and permits

The property owners did work with Planning and Building:
Obtained a permit for gas lines running to the fireplace and barbeque island
Submitted drawings stamped by a structural engineer that demonstrated the bi-fold door and fireplace meet structural 

code standards
Obtained a permit for the new bi-fold door on the rear elevation
Obtained a permit for the 9-foot tall masonry structure consisting of the fireplace and base surround

Penalty fees were added to the building permit fees

Each permit issued has passed final inspection by the City’s Building Division

The only item which does not have permits is the roof structure with electrical
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Overall Summary
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Conclusion

City Council is asked to consider evidence presented by all parties and either:

Grant the appeal, overturning the Planning Commission approval, making findings 
that the structure does not comply with the Zoning Code

Or
Deny the appeal and uphold the Planning Commission approval, making findings 

that the structure does comply with the Zoning Code, and adding conditions for 
approval
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